Abstract: me task of automatic speech recognition is often described in terms of transcription, meaning converting a sequence of acoustic events (sounds) into a sequence of linguistic events (words). The assumption which is often implicit in this tradhionat formulation of speech recognition is that the speech uttered by the tafker is well-formed, free from extraneous components such as disfhrency, partial words, repairs, hesitation and so on. The statistical framework that supports the formulation is the Bayes dwision theory. For natural human-machine communications, however, [he spoken input to the system will inevitably contain extraneous components, treatments of which have to be developed in a broadened framework utilizing the Neymann-Pearson bmma. Such a departure also inspired a new formulation based on the signal detection theory for robust speech understanding. In this paper, we discuss the rationale for the new formulation and present new results [owards speech understanding.
Introduction
Automatic speech recognition has made substantial progress in the last decade due to extensive applications of statistical methods [1] . The advance has generally raised research interests in automatic speech understanding by machine as a result. The technological projection from speech recognition to speech understanding is often taken to be a 2-step process in which the speech recognize converts sounds into words and the understanding system will infer linguistic sense or meaning out of the word sequence. In this paper, we point out problems associated with this approach and propose an alternative formulation which offers a more rigorous integration between the two major components.
Transcription vs. Detection
The task of automatic speech recognition is conventionally defined as converting a sequence of acoustic events (sounds) into a sequence of linguistic events (words). This is in essence the task of transcription; that is, given a piece of acoustic signal, the system determines which word or sequence of words it represents. The statistical framework that supports the formulation is the Bayes decision theory [2] . Specifically, consider a source (the talker) which transmits a sequence of words W = (w,, W2, W3,. . . . w~) via acoustic realization A = (al,a2,. . ., a~) . Every word in the sequence w; belongs to V = { Vj )7= 1, the vocabulary of size N. When W is to be recovered from A, Bayes' decision theory, with the assumed knowledge of P(W, A), requires the implementation of the maximum a posterior NAP) rule:
= argmm P(W, A) = argma P(AIW)P(W)
w w in order to achieve the so-called Bayes minimum error. Speech modeling in this framework involves finding the parameters that define both P(AIW) and P(W). It is also often assumed that
P(AIW) = HP(A[_,+[ lWi)
i where A~-i+l = (a,,.,+], a,,_, +2,..., a,i) with r. = O and tL = T. The assumption which is often implicit in this tradi~ional formulation of speech recognition is that the speech uttered by the talker contains only legitimate words in the vocabulary and is well-formed, free from extraneous components such as disfluency, partial words, repairs, hesitation and so on.
For natural human-machine communications, however, it is expected that the spoken input to the system will inevitably contain the above-mentioned extraneous components which usually are not well represented or characterized in the statistical model, because of the extremely broad range of variabilities associated with disfluencies and the lack of data for reliable model estimation. Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words are by definition not represented in the vocabulary. That is, if some wi does not belong to V, both P(W) and P(A~~_,+l Iwi) are not defined. The implication of the situation is that even if we view spurious signals from out-of-vocabulary words or due to disfluency as additional classes, their models are going to be inaccurate and errors are likely to result around these spurious portions of the signal and propagate accordingly in the decoded sequence of words or units.
The problem indicates the need for a new approach focusing on detecting the presence of a vocabulary word or phrase without the difficulty of inaccurate or ill-defined P(AIW) andor P(W).
From Bayes to Neymann-Pearson
To deal with the problem, we propose a new formulation based on a broadened framework utilizing the Neymann-Pearson Lemma [3] . For every linguistic event of interest, E, we obtain [4] two acoustic models, P(AflE) and P(A~l~), where~is the compliment of E, and implement the following test
2 r, then AZ~E; P(Ajl~) c r, otherwise for every beginning and ending time, b and e, respectively. The detected results form a (possibly overlapped) sequence of target events which is subject to further decoding and inference, with knowledge from P(W) and the parser. The approach thus focuses on the events of interest which are reasonably well characterized in the models, thereby avoiding the acoustic modeling problems associated with 00V and disfluency. The language model (and the parser) can be integrated in a one-pass decoding scheme [5] .
Experimen@l Results & On-going Research
We have tested the new approach in a phrase-based detection setup [6] and obtained substantially improved results in the presence of out-of-grammar or out-of-task utterances (which are to be rejected by the system). For example, in a sub-task targeting recognition of "DATE" utterances, the conventional method has an accuracy of 92.770 for in-grammar sentences, 29.4% for out-of-grammar sentences and 18.7% rejection of out-of-task utterances. In comparison, the new method based on detection alone achieved 92.270, 54.1 YO and 19.8% respectively. When the detection-based decoding scheme was supplemented with an explicit verification~eymann-Pearson testing) procedure, the results became 92.2Y0, 71 .6% and 51 .6Y0, respectively, The improvements indicates improved tolerance to irregularities as would be expected in natural sentences. Our curren[ research focus is on the integration of the detection/verification paradigm with the language model and the grammar/concept parser.
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